
Individual Disability Income Insurance

Understanding Your Protection Options

When comparing your individual disability income (DI) insurance options, it’s important to understand

the policy’s definition of disability. This definition is the heart of your coverage. You’ll want to know

how your policy pays if you become too sick or hurt to work. 

What definition of disability meets your needs? There are three common definitions of disability that

can vary in cost:

• Own Occupation 

• Transitional Occupation 

• Your Occupation 

Disability definitions

Some financial professionals recommend clients purchase a policy that offers an Own Occupation

definition of disability. Depending on your situation, this may not be needed and it can be more

expensive. In many situations, a Transitional Occupation or Your Occupation policy definition provides

the same benefit amount as an Own Occupation policy definition and the premiums may be less

expensive for you while providing the coverage you need.

Note: All definitions provided assume the policy also has a residual disability benefit definition.

OWN OCCUPATION TRANSITIONAL OCCUPATION YOUR OCCUPATION 

You are unable to perform the
material and substantial duties 
of your regular occupation.  

If you elect to work in another
occupation, you would receive
100 percent of your monthly
benefit. 

If you work at a reduced
capacity in your own occupation
and have a loss of earnings, the
benefit you receive from your
policy will be based on your loss
of earnings.1

You are unable to perform the
substantial and material duties 
of your occupation, but are
working in another occupation.
Benefits you receive from your
policy are based on replacement
of your pre-disability earnings up
to 100 percent.

If you elect to work at a reduced
capacity in your own occupation
and have a loss of earnings, the
benefit you receive from your
policy will be based on your loss
of earnings.1,2

You are unable to perform the
substantial and material duties 
of your occupation.

If you elect to work in another
occupation or work at a reduced
capacity in your own occupation
and have a loss of earnings, the
benefit you receive from your
policy will be based on your loss
of earnings.1



Hypothetical scenarios

Review these scenarios to learn the benefit amounts that different

definitions of disability can provide. The following assumptions apply:

• Pre-disability occupation: neurosurgeon

• Insured earns a pre-disability annual income of $300,000

• Insured has a $10,000/month Individual DI benefit; no other

disability coverage in force

Scenario 2
Disabled and working in another occupation; 77% loss of earnings

Insured sustains a hand injury; insured is now teaching and earning $70,000 annually.

OWN OCCUPATION1 TRANSITIONAL 
OCCUPATION1,2 YOUR OCCUPATION1

Receives a $10,000 monthly
DI benefit

Receives a $10,000 monthly
DI benefit because new
income is less than 
pre-disability earnings 

Receives a $10,000 monthly
DI benefit because loss of
income is greater than 75%

Total annual income: $190,000 ($70,000 teaching salary and $120,000 in disability benefits)

Benefit
provided

The same $120,000/year disability benefit is paid for all three
definitions of disability. 

Scenario 1
Disabled and not working; 100% loss of earnings

Insured sustains a hand injury and is no longer able to work as a neurosurgeon; insured has 
the option to teach or be an administrator, but chooses not to work in another occupation.

OWN OCCUPATION1 TRANSITIONAL
OCCUPATION1,2 YOUR OCCUPATION1

Receives a $10,000 monthly DI benefit

Total annual income: $120,000 in disability benefits

Benefit
provided

The same $120,000/year disability benefit is paid for all three
definitions of disability. 



Scenario 4
Partially disabled and working; 50% loss of earnings

Insured sustains a foot injury and continues to work as a neurosurgeon (with reduced capacity)
earning $150,000 annually.

OWN OCCUPATION1 TRANSITIONAL 
OCCUPATION1,2 YOUR OCCUPATION1

Receives a $5,000 monthly
residual DI benefit because
benefit is paid proportionate
to loss of earnings.

Receives a $5,000 monthly
residual DI benefit because
benefit is paid proportionate
to loss of earnings.

Receives a $5,000 monthly
residual DI benefit because
benefit is paid proportionate
to loss of earnings.

Total annual income: $210,000
($150,000 neurosurgeon salary
and $60,000 in disability
benefits)

Total annual income: $210,000
($150,000 neurosurgeon salary
and $60,000 in disability
benefits)

Total annual income: $210,000
($150,000 neurosurgeon salary
and $60,000 in disability
benefits)

Scenario 3
Disabled and working in another occupation; 50% loss of earnings

Insured sustains a hand injury and is now working in internal medicine earning $150,000 annually.

OWN OCCUPATION1 TRANSITIONAL 
OCCUPATION1,2 YOUR OCCUPATION1

Receives a $10,000 monthly
DI benefit

Receives a $10,000 monthly DI
benefit because new income is
less than pre-disability earnings 

Receives a $5,000 monthly
residual DI benefit because
benefit is paid proportionate
to loss of earnings.

Total annual income: $270,000 ($150,000 internal medicine
salary and $120,000 in disability benefits)

Total annual income: $210,000
($150,000 internal medicine
salary and $60,000 in disability
benefits)

Benefit
provided

The same $120,000/year disability benefit is paid for the Own
Occupation and Transitional Occupation definitions of disability.

Benefit
provided

The same $60,000/year disability benefit is paid for all three definitions
of disability.
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1 The Residual Disability and Recovery Benefit rider for Principal Life Insurance Company’s Individual DI insurance
policy (HH750) provides benefits if you are residually disabled under the terms of this rider and lose at least 20%
of your prior earnings due solely to an injury or sickness and you are able to perform some, but not all, of the
substantial and material duties or you are unable to work full time in your occupation or you are working in another
occupation, you’ll receive a benefit proportionate to your loss. Once you qualify for Residual Disability benefits, you
are guaranteed a minimum benefit of 50% of your maximum monthly benefit for the first six months. If your loss
earning exceeds 75%, then 100% of the maximum benefit is paid. In addition, after recovering from a disability
in which you were receiving benefits, and you return to work full time, recovery benefits are payable as long as you
continue to have a recovery loss of earnings equal to or greater than 20% of your recovery prior earnings and the
loss is directly and solely due to the injury or sickness that caused your prior disability. Recovery benefits end when
you have a recovery loss of earnings greater that 20% for two consecutive months and will not be paid beyond the
maximum benefit period. Rider may not be approved in all states; if not, the Residual Disability Benefit rider applies.

2 This rider allows you to continue receiving disability benefits if you become totally disabled in Your Occupation,
but are working in another occupation. Benefits are paid up to 100% of your prior earnings from a combination
of current earnings, other disability benefits from other sources and your Principal Life Individual DI policy, but will
not exceed the Maximum Monthly Benefit plus any Social Security Substitute benefits. Benefits are payable until
the end of the Transitional Occupation Period only. These examples assume no other disability insurance coverage
is inforce. Rider definition varies by state.

If your Principal Life policy has both the Residual Disability and Recovery Benefit rider and the Transitional
Occupation rider, benefits are not paid out under both riders at the same time. If you meet the definitions and
terms of both riders, the monthly benefit you receive is the greater of the two.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact your local representative.


